
VFM-F18 Aluminium Display Cart 70kg
vav.link/vfm-f18 VFM-F18 EU SAP: 8628543

Portable �oor stand for displays up to 70 kg (154 lbs)
Fits displays with VESA sizes up to 600 x 400 mm
For 31-85″ Displays subject to VESA pattern and weight limit
Display rotates through 90°
Height adjustable at time of assembly
3″ wheels
Shelves included

The F18 is a top-tier �oor stand designed with cast and
extruded aluminum, ensuring excellent sturdiness. It
provides a high level of adjustability with options for tilt,
height adjustment, and rotation. The premium materials
make it perfect for applications that demand nothing but
the best.

This cart is tailored for AV integrators and resellers who
prioritize top-notch craftsmanship and attention to detail in
their high-quality work.

SWL 70 kg (154 lbs)
The strong frame can support displays weighing up to 70
kilograms. For even heavier displays, opt for the VFM-F19 model.

37-85″ Displays
The recommended size range is determined by both the display's
weight and the dimensions of its mounting holes. Any display
weighing less than 70 kg and featuring a VESA pattern of up to
600 x 400 mm can be accommodated.

Rotate to Portrait
Grab the screen and rotate it – this cart is ideal for interactive
displays like the Samsung Flip, which automatically re-orients the
screen to portrait-style when you turn it.

Big Wheels
The cart is equipped with four 3″ (75 mm) locking castors that
effortlessly glide over bumps, making it easy to pull, even on deep
carpet. Unlike many �oor stands with only two locking castors, this
design offers enhanced stability, especially on slopes.

Adjustable Height
The VESA assembly on this stand is adjustable, allowing it to slide
up and down the column. Once you �nd the desired height, you
can lock it securely in place. If the display is already mounted on
the stand, it is recommended to have two people supporting the
display while making adjustments.

Tilt
You can tilt the display 5° upwards and 12° downwards to
optimize the viewing angle. This feature is especially bene�cial for
young children in a classroom setting or to prevent glare from
ceiling lights.

Shelves Included
The cart comes with two shelves: one positioned above the display
for a video conference camera and another below the display for
laptops or other devices. Both shelves are height adjustable,
providing �exible and convenient setup options.

Cable Management
Complete the job properly; once the display is in place, the cables
can be hidden, resulting in a clean and tidy overall appearance.

D Handle
The cart features a large D-shaped handle on the column, ensuring
effortless maneuverability.
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Fast Assembly
We've made sure to design the packaging in a way that minimizes
its size, and we've kept the number of parts to a minimum for easy
assembly. You'll be up and running in no time!

SPECIFICATIONS

PACKAGED DIMENSIONS
895 x 595 x 265 mm / 35.2″x 23.4″x 10.4″ (length x width x height)

PRODUCT WEIGHT
23.3 kg (51.4 lbs)

PACKAGED WEIGHT
26.2 kg (57.8 lbs)

SAFE WORKING LOAD (SWL)
70 kg (154 lbs)

SHELF SAFE WORKING LOAD
5 kg (11 lbs)

CONSTRUCTION MATERIAL
Aluminium, Cast Alloy

COLOUR
Matt Black Power coating

VESA SIZES
600 x 400 mm 400 x 400 mm 400 x 300 mm 400 x 200 mm 350 x
350 mm 300 x 400 mm 300 x 300 mm 200 x 400 mm 200 x 200
mm

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED
4 x M5 14 mm (0.6″) screw 4 x M6 14 mm (0.6″) screw 4 x M6 30
mm (1.2″) screw 4 x M8 30 mm (1.2″) screw 4 x M8 50 mm (2.0″)
screw

WARRANTY
Lifetime return-to-base

COMPLIANCES
RoHS, REACH
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